Introduction
The dream to fly like a bird by purely human power gave birth to human-powered aircraft (HPA). The first HPA ("SUMPAC") to take off and land under human power succeeded in Britain in 1961, and in the same year the first paper on HPH was presented by Graves. He showed that an HPH was feasible.
HPA technology and achievements have been growing year by year. The MIT Daedalus HPA set the world long-distance record of 119 km in 1988. A successful HPH flight was not achieved until November 12, 1989 , however, when the student team at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, took Da Vinci III into the air. On December 10, 1989, a flight of 7.1 seconds was demonstrated to an official witness. Although this was far less than required to win the American Helicopter Society's Sikorsky prize, it was a notable achievement. We at Nihon University have been trying since 1985, and others have made similar strenuous efforts for at least ten years, without officially observed success.
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Editorials Newtons, Pascals, and Pounds
Any notoriety I have in the world of HPVs owes a great deal to units. Frank Whitt hated SI units with considerable passion. He had had a manuscript on "bicycle motion" rejected in Britain, partly because it was not in SI units. He asked me to get it published in the US. After much toil and sweat The MIT Press brought it out as Bicycling Science. The publisher required that I rewrite and contribute to it -and I inserted SI units wherever possible. I am an enthusiast for a world language, and SI is just that for an important part of the discourse of science. But I know that many of you, perhaps most, don't feel comfortable with SI -yet.
A consistent unit system performs an important service besides that of enabling people in different countries to converse with one another: it removes the normal confusion between mass and force, including weight. An extreme case of woolly thinking arising from apparent total confusion about units was given to me by a bicycling friend: an advertisement for a new bicycle pedal. The blurb stated that the pedal "reduces rotating weight by over half a pound. This saves the average rider a lot of work -if you ride at 90 RPM, about 45 lbs. each minute or about 100,000 pounds every 2,500 miles!" This is appalling nonsense. The poor old pound, which has to do duty as a unit of currency, as a verb meaning "hit forcefully", and as a unit of
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Review of Developments in HumanPowered Helicopters, Akira Naito Editorials Letters to the Editor Kremer Prizes Book Reviews Front-Wheel-Drive Recumbent Bicycles, Michael Eliasohn Front-Wheel-Drive Bicycles, mass, and of weight and force, is not now a unit of work. And, since "lb" is an abbreviation for a Latin word, the plural is not "lbs" but "lb". Or, preferably, "Ibm" for pounds mass and "lbf" for pounds force. The pedal reduces rotating mass, which reduces rider work only in that s/he has to put out less energy to accelerate the bike to speed, to climb hills, and to overcome rolling friction. The first of these would be identical if the rider were in a space station; the latter two depend on local gravity, and would be reduced greatly in a moon base.
European Fashions
The European HPV Championships were held in Wolverhampton, Warwickshire, UK, not far from where I first blinked and bawled into the sunlight. And there was not only the sun but the heat for which England is so famous (actually, I have never before been to Wolverhampton when it has not been under a cold rain). We were there for only the first day, occupied mainly with heats to decide the running of the races on the following days. I hope that Marti Daily or Peter Ross will give one of their fine accounts of the championships in HPV NEWS. All I want to comment on here is the vigor of European development -there was strong representation from Holland and Germany and, of course, Britainand on the rather extraordinary lack of long-wheelbase machines. I saw only one, a Radius, similar to an Avatar 2000, used just for transportation to the site. At a time when the LWB Gold Rush is still the world's fastest HPV, and the Bluebell, based on the Avatar, was, when it was racing, still winning most European contests it entered, the apparent abandonment of this type seemed to me remarkable. But so was the profusion of alternative SWB designs. Some were of the Brummer-Lightning style, rear-wheel drive and forward handlebars. One or two had the cranks over the front wheel and frontwheel drive and steering, with the chain twisting as the wheel was steered (only a small angle was possible). And there were actual and imitation Flevos, with front-wheel drive and steering in which the whole front end pivots just forward of the seat. Michael Eliasohn's edited collection on front-wheel-drive 2 Human Power 9/2 summer 1991 -
Tandem Pedaling Paddlewheels
Some time ago I considered that high performance could be obtained with two recumbent people facing each other in a narrow boat, with feet on opposite sides of a single pair of pedals, to minimize the number of parts. One person would be pedaling backwards, but this might seem natural for the person who is travelling backwards. Now, the papers in the spring HP (9/1/91) have made it clear that paddlewheels would be ideally suited to transmit the power directly to the water (see sketch). Socializing may be more difficult than with a side-by-side configuration, but easier than in a narrow boat tandem configuration. The entire drive unit could be assembled separately and installed on a conventional vessel, if it is desired to minimize cost and fabrication time.
John Whitehead, JCW Engineering, 3322 Biscayne Bay, Davis, CA 95616, USA
News From the VP-Air
Bryn Bird decided to resize his ornithopter before quite completing the current hardware. I feel that he overestimates the likely performance, but that something may be learned about ornithopters if he persists.
Wayne Bliesner is expected to be speaking to the Royal Aeronautical Society in November 1991.
There are rumours that a university group may be considering a water take-off HPA.
Chris Roper, 19 Stirling, 29 Tavistock Street, Covent Garden London WC2E 7NU UK
Recumbents And the UCI
I've been re-reading some old books and articles about recumbents. I would like to challenge two fairly common assumptions about recumbents typically made in such articles. It is fairly typical to cite the incident where the Velocar's record was not allowed by the UCI as the reason recumbents were not heard from between WW II and the start of the IHPVA (or perhaps until the engineering competition you started). It probably did not help, but I wonder how big of a cause the UCI decision was.
Certainly competition improves the breed and calls attention to the winning designs, but the example of mountain bikes would seem to show that it is not necessarily essential. Competition is playing a role in their refinement, but had nothing to do with their initial appearance and rapid rise.
But for the sake of this discussion, let us assume that competition is desirable and helpful. I think the reason that there were no recumbents in competition after the war was not because of the UCI decision. Basically, my theory is that recumbents (at least for racing) did not reappear after the war for other reasons. There was much rebuilding to be done in Europe. The U.S. became the dominant nation in the west. And the U.S. prospered in the postwar years. Gas was cheap and there seemed to be no limit to the expansion of car use for transportation. As an example of the low esteem in which bicycles were held, Dan Henry, then an airline pilot, says that on several occasions his job was threatened simply because he brought a bicycle with him on flights. The U.S. embraced the automobile totally, and everybody else seemed to long for the day when they could do the same. Even now, developing countries are struggling to repeat this mistake. In Bicycling Science, you [Dave Wilson] go on from the issue of the UCI decision to discuss public fascination with other transportation modes as an inhibitor of bicycle progress. I think this is more to the point. Now cut to 1974 and the IHPVA. By the time the IHPVA was formed, society had changed again. Remember the sixties? Flower power, back to the land, Woodstock? There was a bicycle boom in the U.S. in 1970, and a world-wide energy crisis in 1973. Now people were ready to consider alternatives, recumbents included. So the success of the IHPVA in bringing unconventional machines once more to the fore may have been less about the IHPVA correcting the UCI "wrong," than about the times being right. The design competition you [DGW] started in 1967 spurred some activity, but I think many more people were ready to get involved by the time the IHPVA got organized in the seventies. Also by the seventies, I think there was much more willingness on the part of the general-interest press to cover HPVs. So my first point is that the UCI did not cause the disappearance of recumbents, but rather that it was the fascination with the automobile that reduced interest in bicycles and bicycle innovation, including recumbents.
My second contention is that they may not have entirely disappeared, but that what activity there was received little attention. There is some evidence that they continued to be built. One of the things I re-read was a Dan Henry article from a 1970 (the year the bicycle boom started) compilation of articles from Bicycling magazine. Henry starts this 1968 article about his recumbent by talking about previous recumbent designs, including prone bikes. In a recent phone conversation, Henry said that he did not save his information, but that he used to subscribe to a British cycling magazine and that recumbents would appear there from time to time.
Presumably pedal-car racing continued in England, though I must admit I know little about this activity and how it might fit into this discussummer 1991 9/2 Human Power 5 Carline, an Englishman, rode the Sputnik at 37.3 mph over a one mile course, or about five mph faster than the fastest standard bicycle of the day." By the way, Roy Barrett, apparently the current owner of the English Sputnik, says that the magazine Cycling still promoted recumbents in the 30s after the UCI ban. He attributes the waning of interest in them to their "impracticality." (Bicycling, June, 1973)
The Sputnik was not a recumbent, but it was a non-UCI approved bike, so I think it supports my two points that the UCI ban may not have had a total chilling effect and that there may have been more activity than is commonly acknowledged.
My reason for bringing this up is not to defend the UCI or its decision, but to remind those who would promote bicycle research and usage of what I believe to be yet another example of the almost overwhelming cultural influence of the automobile. I think this is the primary reason for whatever lack of activity and attention there was in the postwar years.
John Riley, 150 Gough Avenue, Toronto, ONT M4K 3P1, Canada
Land-Skates in China
Are there any successors to the bicycle that have matured? There seems little hope that there could be "the son of bicycle" because it is twohundred years old.
As a successor to the bicycle I've made a skate for use on dry land. With it the skater steers in the same way as a bicyclist steering "no hands". The land-skates are stable and steering is also accomplished at will and without manipulative input. This protects the beginner from falling and helps an old hand to play new tricks.
There are many theoretical and practical needs to bring the land-skate to maturity. I have too few resources to do as much as I would wish. I would welcome letters from people who may be able to help me with this development.
Yangben Guo, 10 Lingxiaoli, Guangzhou, P.B. 510030, China.
(I have edited Yangben Guo's letter rather freely and hope that I have correctly interpreted his meaning -Dave Wilson)
Kremer Prizes
In 1988 Mr. Henry Kremer offered, through the (British) Royal Aeronautical Society, two additional prizes for human-powered flight. We know of no attempts having been made on them as yet. The following is a brief summary.
Kremer International Marathon Competition
A human-powered heavier-thanair plane is to cover, in under one hour, the following course. Two turning-point markers are fixed 4051 metres apart. The aircraft is to complete two "outer" circuits around the markers, a figure-of-eight circuit around the markers, and two final "outer" circuits. The prize is fiftythousand pounds sterline. 
Kremer International Seaplane Competition
A human-powered heavier-thanair seaplane is to cover, in six minutes or less, the following course. Two turning-point markers are established 805 metres apart in a body of water. The craft shall take off from the water, complete two figure-of-eight circuits around the two markers, and land. The prize is ten-thousand pounds sterling.
Both courses must be set up within the United Kingdom. Full details are obtainable from the R.Aero.Soc., 4 Hamilton Place, London W1V OBQ, UK.
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At Nihon university we used three countermeasures.
One was the use of an oval gear (figure 5) tailored to each individual pilot. The high-torque parts of a pilot's pedaling cycle could thereby be smoothed. However, the oval gear could not produce output power where there was no input power: the dead points could not be cancelled. The second countermeasure was to use a camspring system of energy storage. The stored energy could then be released at the dead points. After lengthy tests on a bicycle we employed this system on Papillon A. It was effective in reducing the superimposed oscillations of the rotor blades.
The third measure was to use two pairs of one-way clutches. The pilot pushes the crank bars with the feet alternately instead of rotating the cranks. There are, therefore, no dead points in this system, and it was applied to Papillon B and C.
Da Vinci III has an entirely different -and much-admireddriving system. Each rotor blade is pulled around by a propeller turned by a light cable that is winched in by the pilot's pedaling. A flywheel is used to even the power input.
Other HPH Problems
There are other unsolved problems with HPH. Here we will discuss what we believe are the most important.
Slipstream near the ground.
The flow around the rotating blades is entirely unknown. The stream is too complex to solve by the momentum theory and to model as an actuator disk. This is the case for a single rotor: for counter-rotating rotors we have even less insight.
Change of airfoil characteristics near the ground.
An airfoil moving near a ground plane suffers considerable modification of its free-air pressure distribution. The negative pressure decreases on the upper surface and the positive pressure increases on the lower surface. The flexibility of HPH rotor blades makes the proximity to the A l)ay Fly ground uncertain even for a known pilot position. Figure 6 . HPH Series of Nihon University the hips. As the front wheel swings through its arc, the radius of the pedal swing doesn't change much in relationship to the hips. In normal riding, even around 90-degree corners, the difference in pedal reach is virtually undetectable. Only when you make a very slow, tight turn do you have to reach for the outside pedal.
Flow conditions in the test space
All
Most recumbents look the way they do because you cannot let pedals overlap the front wheel. The result is a very long or very short wheelbase, or is having the crank above the wheel. With the cranks and wheel turning together as it does on a FWD, overlap doesn't matter. This puts me several inches lower than most recumbents, and my tandem is even lower. This not only gives me a small frontal area, but even a short rider can easily reach the ground with both feet when stopping, something many recumbent riders cannot do.
I am 5 feet, 8 inches (1.7 m) tall, and I do not have any problem with sitting close to the front wheel. Even the 24-inch (610 mm) wheel gives me plenty of room. My kids were riding these bikes when they were well under 5 feet (1.5 m) tall. The bottombracket spindle is about 14.5 inches (368 mm) in front of the front-wheel axle. By reducing or extending this distance, you can accommodate almost any size rider without changing the seating position. As for heel clearance, if the spindle is at least 16 inches (406 mm) above the ground, the pedals should not hit the ground when cornering.
Compared to conventional recumbents, the FWD is just as fast on the level and downhill and much faster on hills. Compared to standard upright bikes, it's just as fast on hills and faster on the level and downhill. It handles well at speeds from a few miles per hour to 60 m.p.h. (27 m/s) downhill.
If you corner too fast on a wet or sandy road, the rear wheel tends to break loose first, making it possible to recover from the slide.
I have raced my three monocoque bikes and tandem at the International Human-Powered-Speed Championships, in the unfaired, partially faired, multirider and GT classes. At Vancouver in 1986, I had a second and third, respectively, in the 20-mile (32.2k) and 10-mile criteriums, unfaired class. At Visalia in 1988, I finished second in the 200-meter sprints multirider class and third in the partially faired class. I also had firsts in the one-hour time trial and 20-mile criterium, in the partially faired class. In Portland in 1990, I had a first in the GT-class 20-mile criterium.
I also have raced against standard bikes with my unfaired bikes at the Great Western Bicycle Rally over the last four years. I have had two second and two thirds in the 100-meter drag races; two fourths and a third in the 10-mile time trial. The performances would have been better if I had a younger, stronger rider. I am 55.
Another advantage of this design is that it is small enough to be carried on a standard auto bike rack. Take the rear wheel off and it will fit in the trunk of most cars. The hollow body of the monocoque bikes have room inside for a pump, spare tubes and tools. If you go bike camping, you can carry an enormous amount of gear, not only over and around the rear wheel, but under the seat because there isn't a chain going to the rear wheel.
There are drawbacks to the FWD bike. The biggest is learning to ride it. This is definitely not a bike you will appreciate the first time you try it. It has a different feel than a bike with a frame-mounted bottom bracket. It takes time to feel comfortable on it. Most of the problem lies with getting used to letting your legs swing with the front wheel when steering. This bike is steered with arms and legs. In fact, when you get used to it, you can steer with your legs only.
Oddly, people who don't ride bicycles very much have the least trouble learning to ride it. People who ride standard bikes have a little more trouble, but the people who really have a difficult time riding this bike are HPV people who are used to riding regular short-or long-wheelbase recumbents. Anyone can master this bike, but s/he will be discouraged at first.
I think the difficulty in learning to ride an FWD of this type, along with the fact the design doesn't look as if it would work, has discouraged a lot of people from trying it.
Another problem I have had with these bikes is gearing. Most of my bikes use a 20-inch (508 mm) drive wheel, which lowers the gear ratio quite a bit. My unfaired bikes have a 60-tooth chainwheel. The smallest freewheel sprocket has 12 teeth and that gives me a high gear of only 100 inches. That is okay most of the time, but it's too low with a tailwind or downhill. On my GT bike, I have 64-tooth chainring and 11-tooth freewheel, for a high of 116 and that is definitely not high enough. A similar (rear-wheel drive) bike, the Lightning F-40 has a high of 136. The trouble is finding a chainring larger than 64 teeth or a freewheel smaller than 11 teeth, which is almost impossible.
My original design uses a 24-inch front wheel, but when I was designing my monocoque bikes, the only 24-inch wheel available was one with a steel rim for low-pressure, 1-3/ 8-inch (35 mm) tires. Today, 24-inch, high-pressure, narrow rims and tires are readily available. When I get around to redesigning my bikes, I will go to a 24-inch drive wheel, and that will solve my gearing problems. 
Introduction
Airglow is one of a number of HPAs built outside the rules of the Kremer competitions in recent years to investigate and extend the technology of such energy-efficient aircraft. It was foreseen that involvement in such a project would bring diverse educational rewards to those contributing to it. In the past aircraft have been constructed to win prizes or because human-powered flight represented an engineering and athletic challenge. While these are still strong motives it has become apparent that the technology used and the lessons learnt can be applied to some important problems. An example is the design and construction of high-altitude longendurance aircraft, to be used in the planetary sciences as remote sensing platforms or for atmospheric sampling.
Aircraft Description
The aircraft is optimized to fly at a speed of 7.8 m/s for a power input of 234 W (3.9 W/kg of the pilot's body weight). The pilot is housed in a fairing hung under the wing. He sits recumbent and spins a standard pair of bicycle cranks driving a 1:2-ratio spiral-bevel gear box that delivers power to the rear-mounted co-axial pusher propeller through a mixed shaft-chain drive. Overall transmission efficiency is of the order of 86%, (propeller efficiency 90% and transmission efficiency 95%).
The 25m-span wing is stressed to an ultimate limit load of 2g and has a single bracing wire out to half the span to reduce the bending load. An advantage of this arrangement is that it results in a rugged structure. The aircraft survived a high-speed ground loop that occurred after one of the ground crew hit and damaged the rudder at take off. The fuselage structure is stressed for high stiffness to prevent binding in the drivetrain and to protect the pilot in the event of a 4g yawed landing.
A drawing of the Airglow aircraft is shown in figure 1.
Airframe and Structures
The aircraft's primary structure is assembled from 25-to-86-mmdiameter thin-walled carbon-fibre tubes. It was assumed throughout the structural design that the primary structure alone carries all the main loads, while the secondary structure serves to maintain the desired aerodynamic profile. The tubes were made by a hand-layup process. Strips of carbon fibre pre-preg were spiralwrapped around waxed aluminium mandrels in carefully calculated orientations; a layer of peel-ply was added in order to create a rough surface finish for subsequent bonding operations. The whole mandrel plus spar was then tightly bound in two layers of high-shrink tape and oven cured at 120C. After cooling, the mandrel was pulled from the finished carbon-fibre tube. This could sometimes be accomplished by hand whilst in other cases a winch, lashed to the tube with Kevlar rovings, was needed. In this way it was possible to make tubes up to 8m long.
Detailed analysis determined the loads carried by each structural member. The laminate geometry was fhcn tailnrol fnt mPPt thi rliirPomnt with the minimum weight of material. For example the wingspar has a 0.56-mm, 4-ply, wall thickness. Design trade off using laminate analysis [23] gave an optimum ply angle of 40 degrees to the tube axis for the basic shear/torsion tube. This choice of ply orientation yields a 27% improvement in bending/axial stiffness for only a 3% loss in torsional stiffness compared with a tube fabricated from 45-degree plies. Additional zero-degree plies are added top and bottom to carry the bending and compression loads.
The graphs generated for this trade-off study are shown in figure 2 . Torsional stiffness drivesthe wing-spar design. Approximately 70% of its weight is accounted for in the basic shear/torsion tube element of the spar. Additional shear plies were incorporated at local stress concentrations, e.g. at the lift-wire attach point. A number of tests where made to investigate buckling of the 0.56-mmwall tubes. It was found that at this wall thickness buckling was not a problem and that the tubes did not require internal bulkheads to stabilize them. However bulkheads were used at points of stress concentration e.g. at the wire-attach and transport joints and at the fuselage/wing joint.
The need to be able to disassemble the aircraft for transport and storage led to the wing being made in five sections. Plug.-together joints provide continuity for bending and shear transfer. The smaller-diameter tube extends into the larger-diameter tube for a distance equal to four times the large-tube diameter. Torsion and compression loads are transferred across the joint by means of bondedon aluminium fittings. A single 2.5-mm-diameter steel wire out to half the span relieves the main bending loads, its length being chosen to give the desired dihedral dictated by stability requirements.
The lift wire has Cda = 0.035 and accounts for about 5% of the total drag.
An 18mm-diameter carbon-fibre rear spar and Kevlar 'X' bracing forms 20 Human Power 9/2 summer 1991 I--l~ IV~ L I~-II ·-U1-r ~ l a lightweight truss with the main spar to provide in-plane stiffness. Figure 3 shows the bending moment in the wing spar at 1.1 g in level flight.
Wing ribs are cut from 5mm styrofoam (this material has a density of 27 kg/m3). They are locally reinforced where penetrated by the spar with 1/64" (0.4mm) plywood. Strips of 0.8mm-by-6mm plywood bonded to the top and bottom edges of the ribs carry the chordwise loading and form an attachment point for the covering. End ribs made from a sandwich of 0.8-mm birch plywood and 10-mm Rohacell (an acrylic foam with a density of 50 kg/m3) act as compression members in the 'in-plane truss', carry the main spanwise covering loads and provide a strong area for handling the wings during transport and assembly.
The leading edge is sheeted with a 3mm glass-styrofoam laminate that extends back to 60% of the upper surface and to 15% on the lower surface to maintain the accurate profile needed to ensure the required laminar flow. The trailing edge is a Kevlar Rohacell sandwich sized to deal with the large loads produced when the Melinex covering is shrunk. Covering is 12-micron Melinex type 'S' and is attached to the trailing edge and ribs with a heat-activated adhesive and Sellotape. The covering is then shrunk tight with a hot-air gun.
The tail-boom, rudder and elevator are stressed for full control deflection at Vne.
The fuselage is assembled from 25-76-mm-diameter carbon-fibre tubes, of 0.28-1.12-mm wall thickness, butt-jointed and reinforced with layers of carbon-fibre cloth.
Aircraft Performance
It is difficult to predict the performance of HPAs with the high degree of accuracy that is desirable, and obtaining good performance data from flight tests is surrounded by many practical problems, see for example Bussolari [4] . The data presented here for Airglow were calculated. A lifting-line model was used to obtain the drag of the wing and tails. Trim drag was calculated from the known flight conditions and other drag components were calculated using Hoerner [11] as a guide. The predicted power was factored by 10% to take account of imperfections in construction and miscellaneous efficiency and interference losses. Ground effect was assumed to reduce the power required by 11%. This is consistent with the experimental data presented by Langford [14] . It is hoped that planned future flight tests will provide more reliable data.
The aircraft's power polar is shown in figure 4 plotted with some other HPAs for comparison. Table 1 [14] .
Aerofoils
The DAI1335, DAI1336 and DAI1238 aerofoils were designed by Mark Drela for the Michelob Light Eagle HPA. The DAI1335, used over the centre panel of the wing, has a two-dimensional L/D of 110 at a Reynolds number of 500,000. These sections have a 60%-laminar upper surface designed to minimize transition-bubble losses. The lower surface is fully laminar. Details of the methods and philosophy used by Drela in their design can be found in reference [6] . Fuselage sections were designed to fit around the pilot and to have a wide,low drag bucket, necessary because HPAs commonly fly with quite large amounts of sideslip. The tails use the Wortman FX 76 100-MP aerofoil [23] .
Weights
There is a complicated trade-off between structure weight, aerodynamic refinement, performance and longevity. It would not be hard to build an aircraft of this size down to an empty weight of 28 kg, but such an aircraft would be fragile and would possibly not have survived the mishandling we subjected Airglow to during the early test flights. As the primary structure accounts for only 43% of the empty weight it is probably best to seek weight reductions by lightening the secondary structure.
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Propulsion
Human-powered aircraft already operate perilously close to the pilot's maximum sustainable power output of 4 W/kg for an endurance-trained athlete, so only a small loss in efficiency would be sufficient to reduce flight duration from hours to minutes! The 3.1-m-diameter propeller was designed using a procedure for minimum induced loss [2] . At the design point it has an efficiency of 90.5%. The propeller blades are hollow carbon-fibre-Rohacell sandwich shells, with an integral I-beam spar, structurally similar to a modem glass glider wing. They were constructed in a glass epoxy mould. A drawing of the propeller structure is shown in fig 5. The blade section was designed using Mark Drela's XFOIL code [6] . The root sections had their chord and thickness increased to meet structural constraints. Camber was thei; modified to maintain the designed bla-leloading distribution. Two of the propeller aerofoil sections with their pressure distributions are shown in fig 6. The pilot/engine spins a standard pair of bicycle cranks on a 1:2-ratio spiral-bevel gear box that turns a 38-mm internal-diameter C.F. shaft running inside the lower fuselage spaceframe tube. A 6-mm-pitch roller chain then drives a second parallel 100-mm-ID co-axial torque tube on the tail boom.
A roller clutch on the lower drive shaft allows the propeller to free--wheel, protecting the drivetrain from snatch loads. Binding of the drivetrain as the structure flexed in response to control inputs had been a problem on earlier aircraft employing this arrangement, which we eliminated by the simple expedient of making the propeller-drive-shaft bearings a loose fit on the tail boom, allowing it to float freely.
Cooling
Working as an aero-engine the pilot operates with a efficiency of only about 25%: thus in generating the 250 watts of power needed to keep the aircraft flying 750 W of waste heat must be removed. Pilot rationality degrades as comfort deteriorates, though some body temperature rise can be tolerated before power output starts to fall. Preventing overheating therefore assumes major importance. 
Controls
The aircraft has a 3-axis fly-bywire control system. The all-flying rudder, elevator and ailerons are actuated by model-aircraft servos. A 450-mAh nicad pack provides power. Bryan Gostlow, who designed and built the fly-by-wire system, gave some consideration during the design phase to the use of a fly-by-light system, but this was not implemented on account of its higher weight and complexity. Control surfaces are moved by Futaba S-134 model-aircraft servo motors. These are protected from internally generated noise by optical isolators. The wires delivering the control signal and power are run inside the aircraft's tubular structure. The pilot controls the aircraft with a small joystick in the cockpit.
The rudder and elevator are spring balanced and pivot on their spars. The servo motors driving them are buried in the tubular tail-boom and connected to control horns projecting from the spars by quickconnect linkages. The outermost 2m panels of the wing are operated as allflying wing-tip ailerons. The aileron spar is fitted with ball-races so that the aileron can pivot. Major advantages of this system are its simplicity and that it allows a reduction in wingspar torsional stiffness. The pitching moment of the modified DAI1238 aerofoil used over this panel of the wing changes little with angle of attack so the inner wing spar sees only a change in bending moment when the ailerons are used. Strip ailerons would generate additional torsional loads that would require an increase in spar torsional stiffness and weight. Initial fears about the ability of the small servos to handle the large control loads led to a series of tests. The whole tail-boom and tail assembly was set up on a car-mounted test rig and driven at a speed 20% above the designed Vne. This system has proved simple, light and rugged, completely eliminating the problems associated with the installation of 22 Human Power 9/2 summer 1991 --1 -cable-operated controls in a highly flexible aircraft.
Flying
The aircraft is transported in a specially constructed trailer. It can be rigged for flying by four people in about 15 minutes.
During the initial stages of take off the aircraft is pushed by a ground handler who holds the tail boom. A second handler runs with the wing tip until sufficient speed has been built up for the pilot to have control authority. The power required for take off is high; this is a result of the high rolling resistance of the small 200-mm-diameter main wheel and the low efficiency of the fixed-pitch propeller at low speed. Once airborne the power drops significantly. Our current estimates for the pilot's specificpower requirement are in the range of 3.8 -4.0 W/kg. The longest flights to date have been about 1600 m, and have been limited by the length of the available runway.
The landing roll is long, typically 50-100 m, and it is clearly desirable to fit brakes. The aircraft has run off the end of the runway, and on one occasion came close to hitting the perimeter fence. A larger-diameter driven wheel would reduce the take-off power and is probably essential for faster aircraft having higher specificpower requirements.
Pitch response is fast, but pitch damping is good and the aircraft has a large static stability margin so this does not lead to difficulties. Other aspects of the aircraft's flight dynamics have not yet been fully investigated.
Conclusions
The project's goals were primarily educational bringing together knowledge from fields as diverse as aeronautics, human physiology, composites design and meteorology. Certainly it is these educational benefits that are repeatedly cited (often retrospectively) as the major rewards and justification for involvement in human-powered-aircraft projects. Although the project's most apparent achievements are technological, its lasting value lies elsewhere in cnanglng our laeas abour wnere rne limits lie.
The main accomplishments of the project include:
a. demonstrating that a small and marginally funded team of dedicated individuals can realize a technically demanding goal;
b. construction of a rugged transportable highly energy-efficient aircraft well suited to its intended use as a flight-research vehicle; and c. development of a lightweight (about 1-kg) fly-by-wire control system.
Planned future flight research includes:
a. direct measurement of flight power by:
i. strain gauging the drive shaft;
ii. Removing the propeller and flying the aircraft with a small model-aircraft engine (probably electric) to allow measurement of thrust and speed for level flight to obtain the power polar; b. investigation of the 'inverse ground effect' observed during flight research carried out by other groups (see Sullivan [21] ); c. in-flight measurement of stress in the structure; and d. investigation of the aircraft's flight dynamics. Coparison of some PA specif/c power polar. 
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